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The Dyslexic
Student’s Summer...
Because summer provides a more flexible
schedule, it is a great idea to help your student get a head start on next year’s work,
and to do so in a fun and more relaxed way.
Obtaining a list of books that the student
might be reading the next school year would
greatly benefit, as the student can preview
them in a variety of ways. It is beneficial for
dyslexic students to listen to a book while
reading along in a printed copy. This models
fluency for the student
and helps them to hear
what fluid reading
sounds like. This can
also be done with core
content area subject
matter, and in a more self-paced environment where the student doesn’t feel the
added stress and pressure of time limits and
deadlines. Bottom line, practice, practice,
practice. The more students read, hear,
and practice fluency, the more students will
read more fluently themselves.

Fun & Helpful Apps!
Duck Duck Moose: Students collect animals and
build their own zoo while learning words and letter
sounds.

$2.99

Simplex Spelling: Improves spelling & reading
skills with phonics lessons, spelling patterns and
rules, and a unique “reverse phonics” approach.

$4.99

Dyslexia Quest: Signs of dyslexia are explained as
user plays games of working memory, phonological
awareness, processing speed, and visual & auditory
memory

$3.99

Spell Down: Perfect for learning SAT words,
managing spelling lists, or mastering words that
give you trouble.

$1.99

Spelling Bee: Spelling activities turned into very
fun games that kids will love to play!

Free

Spelling City: Learn spelling and vocabulary
words by playing engaging games using any
word list.

Free

Endless Reader: Fun and exciting practice of site
words with word & sentence puzzles.

Free

Ideament: For brainstorming, illustrating concepts,
making outlines, planning presentations, and much

Free

Jumbline Spelling: Rearranging letters to form as
many words and as long of words as the user can.

Free

Kids A-Z: Parents can assign reading assignments or
quizzes to monitor fluency and comprehension.

Free

LetterReflex: Helps with letter reversals by teaching
left from right and practicing letter discrimination
skills using fun, engaging activities.

Starfall: Teaches children to read with phonics
in a fun, engaging way.

Free+
Free

$3.99

Visual Attention TherAppy Lite: Improves
reading, scanning, concentration, attention to
detail and memory, using left to right scanning.

Free

Voro: Original and engaging puzzle game that
exercises both sides of the brain.

Free

Lexico Cognition—Lite: Develops language understanding, vocabulary building, cognitive, memory,
and auditory skills.

$0.99

Magnispies: Recommended for dyslexics who want
to improve reading rate & accuracy.

Free

Word dynamo: Helps students master word
learning with fun and different learning modes
like audio, flash cards, and definition matching.

News-O-Matic: Covers relevant news in an engaging
way using images, maps, videos, and games. Helps
reading fluency and comprehension.

$4.99

Phonics Genius: Learn to speak, read, & recognize
words through phonemic awareness. Recognize &
distinguish words by sound.

Free

Reading Raven: Engaging learn-to-read educational
game that provides step-by-step reading lessons to
help build a solid foundation for reading.

$2.99+

Reading Trainer: Improves reading speed and retention rate with challenging & fun exercises.

$2.99
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